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Amyloid peptides are known to self-assemble into larger aggregates that are linked to the
pathogenesis of many neurodegenerative disorders. In contrast to primary nucleation,
recent experimental and theoretical studies have shown that many toxic oligomeric
species are generated through secondary processes on a pre-existing fibrillar surface.
Nucleation, for example, can also occur along the surface of a pre-existing
fibril—secondary nucleation—as opposed to the primary one. However, explicit
pathways are still not clear. In this study, we use molecular dynamics simulation to
explore the free energy landscape of a free Abeta monomer binding to an existing fibrillar
surface. We specifically look into several potential Abeta structural precursors that might
precede some secondary events, including elongation and secondary nucleation. We find
that the overall process of surface-dependent events can be described at least by the
following three stages: 1. Free diffusion 2. Downhill guiding 3. Dock and lock. And we show
that the outcome of adding a new monomer onto a pre-existing fibril is pathway-
dependent, which leads to different secondary processes. To understand structural
details, we have identified several monomeric amyloid precursors over the fibrillar
surfaces and characterize their heterogeneity using a probability contact map analysis.
Using the frustration analysis (a bioinformatics tool), we show that surface heterogeneity
correlates with the energy frustration of specific local residues that form binding sites on the
fibrillar structure. We further investigate the helical twisting of protofilaments of different
sizes and observe a length dependence on the filament twisting. This work presents a
comprehensive survey over the properties of fibril growth using a combination of several
openMM-based platforms, including the GPU-enabled openAWSEM package for coarse-
grained modeling, MDTraj for trajectory analysis, and pyEMMA for free energy calculation.
This combined approachmakes long-timescale simulation for aggregation systems as well
as all-in-one analysis feasible. We show that this protocol allows us to explore fibril stability,
surface binding affinity/heterogeneity, as well as fibrillar twisting. All these properties are
important for understanding the molecular mechanism of surface-catalyzed secondary
processes of fibril growth.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The formation of oligomeric species of Abeta protein and
subsequent amyloid deposition are implicated in causing the
pathogenesis of Alzhaimer’s Disease (AD) (Chen and Mobley,
2019). As the hallmark of AD, amyloid fibrils display a range of
structural variations called fibril polymorphism (Tycko, 2015;
Riek and Eisenberg, 2016), which challenges the developments for
molecular imaging and therapeutic strategies (Fändrich et al.,
2018). The fibrillar structure of amyloid-beta peptides (Abeta40
and Abeta42), for example, are quite different (Colvin et al., 2016;
Wälti et al., 2016; Gremer et al., 2017), but they share similar
protofilament structures and both display primarily left-handed
twisted filament architecture in vitro (Schmidt et al., 2009; Zhang
et al., 2009). Brain-derived amyloid fibrils, however, are right-
handed (Kollmer et al., 2019). These studies demonstrate how
amyloid proteins show their structural plasticity under different
contexts, and thus are important in determining the pathogenesis
of neurodegenerative disorders. Despite many fibrillar
morphologies being available, the molecular mechanism
underlying the aggregation process of amyloid proteins is still
not fully understood. In the process of fibril growth, cross-seeding
experiments have revealed some correlation of fibril growth over
fibrillar surfaces with selected amyloid peptides. Abeta40 and
Abeta42 can cross-seed their constituent fibrils, however, the
growth rate displays a different profile for different original fibril
seeds (Thacker et al., 2020). Different amyloid peptides can also
mutually seed each other. These results suggest a common
structural feature of the fibrillar surface that exhibit
physicochemical similarity at the molecular level, though
identical amyloid backbone virtually is not sufficient for cross-
seeding (Daskalov et al., 2021).

Amyloids form by a sequence of chemical reactions. Protein
monomers first need to oligomerize into critical nuclei through
primary nucleation (Tsai, 2019). These nuclei then may
transform into active oligomer species for subsequent
secondary processes to occur, for example, elongation,
fragmentation, and secondary nucleation. These processes all
together make aggregation itself much more complex than
descriptions using simple mass-action kinetics (Xue et al.,
2008; Tsai et al., 2015). Recent advances in exploring the
aggregation free energy landscapes of Abeta peptides have
shown the complex paths of interconversion between different
but structurally similar states of oligomers and have
demonstrated the structural diversity for conformational
conversion between pre-fibrillar to fibrillar oligomers (Zheng
et al., 2016; Zheng et al., 2017). The detailed molecular
interactions such as salt bridges, intercalation of water
molecules, and hydrophobic clusters formed in different fibril
polymorphic forms were found to significantly affect the capacity
for cross-seeding as well as secondary nucleation (e.g., speeding
up the aggregation of Abeta40 with Abeta42 fibril) (Xiao et al.,
2015; Colvin et al., 2016). These results suggest the role of early
stages of aggregation in modulating the chemical properties of
the fibrillar surfaces—surface heterogeneity—that provide
different specific or nonspecific chemical screening capacity.
Surface heterogeneity, perhaps, plays a pivotal role in the later

stages of aggregation that involves a variety of secondary
processes.

To understand the molecular mechanism underlying surface-
dependent aggregation events, in this work, we focus on the
formation of monomeric precursors on the existing fibrillar
surfaces as it can potentially initiate subsequent secondary
processes. There are several possibilities when a protein
monomer interacts with an existing fibrillar surface. During
the interaction process, the monomer can either bind and stay
at a particular surface patch, forming a new surface nucleation
site or the monomer ends up localizing at both ends and elongates
the fibril as a result. The former process, secondary nucleation,
describes protein monomers being nucleated on the fibrillar
surface through a two-dimensional search. This newly formed
critical nucleus then plays a role of seeding new fibrils. The latter
describes the elongation of the existing fibrillar structure which
may take place at both fibril ends along the fibril axis. Although
“elongation” and “secondary nucleation” are two seemingly
distinct aggregation processes, it is now a popular view that
they should be investigated with caution at the molecular
level, as these two processes can be mutually correlated from a
broader view of aggregation energy landscapes Cohen et al.
(2018); Scheidt et al. (2019).

Elongation is the major process of aggregation when growing a
fibril. There exist considerable experimental studies on the
elongation process, in particular in measurements of the rate
of fibril elongation (Xu et al., 2019). The experimental work offers
an opportunity for theorists to construct models to understand
molecular mechanisms of fibril growth. Some have proposed
models concerning structural rearrangements and intermediates,
while others address the molecular species from an energy
perspective. Wei et al. first carried out atomistic molecular
dynamics simulation to study thermodynamics and kinetics of
fibril elongation of Abeta17–42. They used a kinetic network
model to reveal detailed pathways for fibril elongation (Han and
Schulten, 2014). Although elongation primarily concerns
monomer addition at fibril ends, kinetic analyses have
suggested multiple steps are involved, from solution free
monomers all the way to final elongated fibril. Crespo et al.
showed that elongation includes lateral migration of attached
monomers towards the fibril ends and this process is not rate-
limiting (Crespo et al., 2012). Since there exist several polymorphs
of fibrils, some are disease-relevant, dissociation of Abeta
monomers from such fibrillar structures have also been
investigated in silico. For example, S-shaped fibrillar structure
showed the stop-and-go mechanism at fibril ends due to the
structural flexibility of the N-terminal monomer (Ilie and
Caflisch, 2018). Simulation study over a three-fold protofibril
from human tissue, however, supported the two-step dock-and-
lock mechanism, where Abeta monomer interacts with fibril
surface by direct docking onto it, and then, the docked
peptide undergoes conformational arrangements on the
surface in order to fit the fibril template over the ends for
elongation (Sasmal et al., 2016). According to their result,
docking is faster than the locking process by about an order
or so, depending on the type of monomer ensemble. In contrast to
the stop-and-go kinetics, recent experimental work showed
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relatively steady Abeta40 fibril growth and dissolution rates (Xu
et al., 2019). Structural and dynamics difference between the two
ends (even/odd) of amyloid fibril adds more kinetic complexity
for the understanding of the mechanism of fibril growth. The
even end grows faster as has been shown in experiment (Konno
et al., 2020), independently verified in another simulation work
(Okumura and Itoh, 2016). All these results raise an issue about
the pathway-dependent nature for elongation, in particular, due
to their different mechanistic details. For example, there might be
multiple pathways of elongation channels that can potentially
contribute to fibril growth. In this regard, the most probable path
has been discussed (Rodriguez et al., 2018). From a kinetic
perspective, indeed, multiple pathways would lead to a
variation in predicting kinetic properties. Regarding the
binding thermodynamics, several approaches are available in
the calculation of the binding affinities, for example,
alchemical free energy perturbation method or potential-of-
mean force (PMF) approach (Deng and Roux, 2009).
Depending on the simulation type, different approaches in
general yield at least qualitative agreement across different all-
atom and coarse-grained force fields.

In contrast to fibril elongation, secondary nucleation describes
a surface-catalyzed nucleation process where new fibril seeds
emerge. Recently, an experimental study that combines
theoretical analysis showed that secondary nucleation and
elongation occur at different sites, suggesting a potential
dynamic interplay for a protein monomer searching over
fibrillar surfaces (Scheidt et al., 2019). In the propagation of
amyloid fibrils, researchers have shown the role of hydrophobic
patches in growing fibrils via secondary nucleation (Thacker
et al., 2020). All these studies have clearly pointed out the
importance of surface heterogeneity for different secondary
processes.

There are many existing studies that focus on amyloid
aggregation, either from a nucleated-polymerization
perspective or a templated fibril growth perspective. However,
little is known about how fibril polymorphic surfaces affect
secondary processes. Specifically, how existing fibril seeds
catalyze the process of fibril growth by recruiting new
monomers onto the fibrillar surfaces. As we have mentioned
above, the mechanistic details of aggregation, in particular the
kinetically relevant events, are significantly limited by the
experimental means and physical/chemical parameters we used
to probe them. Theoretical models and simulation techniques, in
this regard, are very useful for probing complex processes and
therefore allow us to explore parameter space that is difficult to
achieve via experimental methods alone.

Fully atomistic modeling has shown great promise in tackling
many important problems in protein biophysics. This technique
is particularly useful for exploring full dynamics of Abeta
monomers to necessary atomistic details, and is an ideal
approach for exploring conformational ensembles for various
calibration purposes (Grazioli et al., 2019). However, modern
pressing biological problems involve molecular assemblies having
thousands of amino acid residues and functional dynamic
motions taking place in timescales more than milliseconds,
seconds and beyond. As a result, exploring the biologically

relevant timescales using fully atomistic simulation makes such
realization a daunting task. Coarse-graining therefore becomes a
conceptual prerequisite for addressing the major problems of
modern biology. Another important motivation for developing
coarse-grained modeling is that many large-scale protein motions
concern emergent properties caused by collective organizing
principles (Laughlin et al., 2000), in which details of intra/
intermolecular forces are averaged out. Folding, binding, and
functional transition in proteins are examples of emergent
phenomena that can be fully understood at an appropriately
coarser resolution. In this study, we use one such coarse-grained
model, Associative-memory, Water-mediated, Structure and
Energy Model (AWSEM) (Davtyan et al., 2012; Tsai et al.,
2016b), to study the process of Abeta peptides interacting with
the surfaces of a protofilament. AWSEM is a transferable, coarse-
grained, and non-additive protein force field that incorporates
physically motivated energy terms and knowledge-based
information using the principle of minimal frustration
(Ferreiro et al., 2018). AWSEM has been proven useful for
exploring many of the important biological processes, such as
folding, binding (Tsai et al., 2016b; Zheng et al., 2012),
aggregation (Zheng et al., 2016, 2017; Chen et al., 2016),
protein-DNA interaction (Tsai et al., 2016a; Tsai et al., 2019;
Potoyan et al., 2016a; Potoyan et al., 2016b), and chromosome
remodeling (Zhang et al., 2016), and has continued to be a
suitable coarse-grained model for studying the aggregation
system of interest here. Here, we employ a GPU-enabled
AWSEM code, openAWSEM (Lu et al., 2020). This new
version includes a recent advance in GPU acceleration built on
the openMM platform (Eastman et al., 2017).

In this work, we explore the experimentally determined
fibrillar structure of Abeta11-42 (ssNMR) using openAWSEM.
We first study the stability of the fibrillar surface structure using
the AWSEM coarse-grained force field and confirm the structural
integrity of the S-shaped polymorphic fibrillar structure. We then
investigate fibrillar surface heterogeneity by exploring the binding
free energy landscapes of a free Abeta monomer to a short fibrillar
surface. For a broader surface sampling purpose, we choose to use
the biasing coordinate that allows efficient sampling over the
surface with a simple distance restraint. This biasing strategy is
somewhat different from the conventional approach, where the
fibril ends usually are chosen to bias with (Han and Schulten,
2014) or some positional restraints at the filament tips are applied
in order to prevent twisting motions (Schwierz et al., 2016). These
approaches are important for obtaining structurally stable
binding sites for elongation. We nevertheless explore the PMF
along the coordinates that allow more sampling over amyloid
structural precursors that can lead to different aggregation
pathways. To ensure this, different initial spatial orientations
are used. The biasing coordinates are determined by a C-alpha in
the free monomer and a C-alpha of a fibrillar monomer in the
fibril (chain in the middle of the fibril, not the fibril ends). We aim
to explore the configurations of monomeric amyloid precursors
that precede elongation and other secondary processes. Our
overall hypothesis is that secondary processes, such as
elongation and secondary nucleation, share similar monomeric
amyloid precursors that drive different aggregation pathways. We
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have identified several structural precursors and potential surface
binding sites accordingly. To understand the intrinsic energetics
of the local residues forming binding pockets, we have carried out
energy frustration analysis for a series of fibril polymorphic
structures and have predicted the preferred surface binding
sites. The simulation protocol used allows us to characterize
some key steps in the process of aggregation and allows
efficient sampling for binding sites that are specific to
secondary processes. Finally, we model the fibrillar twist
polymorphism of a protofilament with different filament sizes.
We find a filament size dependent effect on filament twisting,
which potentially can modulate the surface heterogeneity of a
fibril.

Understanding the molecular mechanism of elongation and
secondary nucleation can help predict how mutations and
external factors affect fibril growth and how antibody drugs
intervene in the processes of elongation and secondary
nucleation. It allows us to predict the effect of drugging in
promotion or inhibition of fibril growth. Our results support
that secondary nucleation and elongation occur at different
binding sites, confirming their independent inhibitory effects
by molecular chaperones follow a different pathway (Scheidt
et al., 2019). We anticipate that our study will be useful for
developing rational design principles for new therapeutic drugs.

2 METHODS

2.1 Models and Simulation
2.1.1 Modeling of Fibrillar Structure
Human amyloid-beta (Abeta) peptide (pdbID 2MXU [Xiao et al.,
2015)] was used to model the aggregation system in the present
study. The solid-state NMR structure features a S-shaped, three-
layer fibrillar architecture with 12 Abeta peptides (11–42, length �
32), in-register and parallel aligned, labeled as chain A, B, . . . , L,
respectively. In simulation, we prepared one such 12-monomer
fibril structure and one additional free monomer having its initial
structure as it is in the fibril structure. For the central fibril, “single
fragment memory” was used in order to strongly bias the
aggregation energy landscape towards the native fibril
structure. For the additional free monomer, we adopted two
different monomer structural ensembles: 1. Relaxed ensemble (no
biasing fragment memory is used) 2. Fibril-like ensemble (single
fragment memory as is in the fibril structure). The descriptions
about the “fragment memory” library can be found elsewhere
(Davtyan et al., 2012; Tsai et al., 2016b). The free monomer is
initially positioned in six different orientations with respect to the
central fibril: up, down, left, right, front, and back. These six
independent simulations ensure a better sampling quality while
leveraging the availability of our computation resources. The
system is built and visualized using VMD (Humphrey et al.,
1996).

2.1.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulation Using
OpenAWSEM
In this study, we use openAWSEM, a python version of the
AWSEM protein coarse-grained force field developed by

Wolynes and his coworkers Lu et al. (2020). This new
simulation platform is built on openMM (Eastman et al.,
2017) for a fast (GPU-enabled), flexible, easy-to-use purpose.
OpenAWSEM inherits from the lineage of the Associative-
memory, Water-mediated, Structure and Energy Model
(AWSEM), for molecular dynamics (MD) simulation (Davtyan
et al., 2012). In AWSEM, each amino acid residue is represented
by three atoms: Cα, Cβ, and O (glycine is an exception). The
physicochemical properties of different types of side chains are
reflected on Cβ atoms. The AWSEM-MD simulation protocol has
been used to address a variety of biological questions, such as
protein structure prediction (Davtyan et al., 2012; Tsai et al.,
2016b; Sirovetz et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018a), protein binding
prediction (Tsai et al., 2016b), protein aggregation (Zheng et al.,
2016, 2017), as well as complex protein-DNA assemblies and
remodeling (Tsai et al., 2016a, 2019; Potoyan et al., 2016b; Zhang
et al., 2016). Interested readers are encouraged to test the online
web-server version, AWSEM-Suite for structure prediction (Jin
et al., 2020). Because of openMM’s extensibility in python
scripting, openAWSEM benefits from such flexibility for
interfacing with other post-processed analysis and visualization
toolkits, such as MDTraj, pyEMMA and NGLviewer.

For the fibril stability test, three independent simulations were
carried out, with each simulation trajectory running for
10 million simulation time steps (�10,000 frames).

2.1.3 Importance Sampling and WHAM
Free energy calculation, more precisely potential of mean force
(PMF), is carried out using the pyEMMA python package,
developed by Noe and his coworkers (Scherer et al., 2015). In
the calculation of PMFs, one needs to choose a specific progress
coordinate of interest to sample along. Because high energy
configuration space is not easily accessed through thermal
activation, a biasing force is required in order to “bias” the
sampling route towards the configurational space of interest-a
procedure termed “importance sampling”. In practical use, all the
sampling tasks were carried out by running molecular dynamics
simulation on the openAWSEM platform (Lu et al., 2020). To
sample along the route of a free monomer diffusing towards a
designated position on the surface of a fibril, a large number of
sampling windows were prepared. Different sampling windows
were deployed by applying a series of harmonic biasing restraints
between two atoms (one from the free monomer and the other
from the fibril); they are centered at a distance in a range of
10–100 Å (with an interval of 1 Å). A total of 91 independent
simulations were generated as a result. The biasing coordinate is
defined as the distance between the C-beta atom of residue N27 of
chain F in the fibril and the C-beta atom of residue N27 of the free
monomer. The biasing force constant k is set to be 2.4 kcal/mol
(10 kJ/mol) for all the 91 simulations (sampling windows) using
the harmonic biasing form k(r − r0)2, with r0 � 10, 11, 12, . . .
100 Å. Each simulation is run for 5 million time steps; 5,000
frames were outputted for analysis purposes (output frequency is
every 1,000 time steps). After collecting data from the simulation
trajectories (from a total of 91 sampling windows), the data were
reweighted using the WHAM technique (Kumar et al., 1992)
implemented in pyEMMA package (thermo.wham) (Scherer
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et al., 2015), discarding the first 500 thousands time steps (500
frames) for equilibration. The distribution of all the sampling
windows is shown in the Supporting Information
(Supplementary Figures S1, S5).

2.2 Analyses
2.2.1. Thermodynamic Binding Affinity
In the calculation of binding affinity, we use the formula that is
based on one-dimensional radial potential of mean force (PMF)
given in the literature (Deng and Roux, 2009). One simple
equation is shown below.

Kd � 4π∫
site
r2e−β(w(r)−w(r

*))dr (1)

where w refers to the PMF as a function of the distance r; r* refers
to a reference position set to be far away in the bulk (w(r*) � 0 at
r* � 80 Å); β � 1/kBT. In practical use, to enhance the fluctuations
of the orientation of the Abeta monomer (ligand) with respect to
the central fibril, we adopted six independent simulations with
each of them representing a different initial orientation (front,
back, up, down, even, odd). See the subplot in Figure 1A. The
thermodynamic binding affinity thus can be calculated

ΔG° � −RT ln(c0Kb), (2)

where c0 � 1M refers to the standard state (1 mol/L � (1,660 Å3)−1).
SeeTable.1 for the calculated value as well as the experimental values
obtained from literature.

FIGURE 1 | The overall structure of the experimentally determined fibrillar structure and the simulated fibrillar structure are compared. (A) Left: The fibrillar structure
of Abeta42 is determined by solid-state NMR [PDB ID: 2MXU (Xiao et al., 2015)]. The actual sequence length of the individual peptides in the structure is 32 (spanning
from 11 to 42). The “S” shaped triple parallel-beta-sheet architecture can be seen from the side view below. Right: The simulated fibrillar structure. The experimental
structure is structurally relaxed viamolecular dynamics simulation using openAWSEM. Two different orientations of the relaxed structure are shown, with an arrow
showing the direction of the fibril axis. The “S” shaped triple parallel-beta-sheet remains in the simulation. Different colors represent different local structural features of the
Abeta42 peptide, defined in the original PDB file, illustrated using the sequence below. Blue strand (V12-V18), Cyan loops (E11,F19-D23,G33-M35,A42), Orange strand
(V24-I32) and Red strand (V36-I41). (B) The RMSD is calculated as a function of simulation time step (only one of the three independent simulation trajectories is shown).
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2.2.2 Probability Contact Maps
The detailed monomer-fibril interactions are quantified using the
Contact Map Explorer python module, which is based on tools
implemented in MDTraj (McGibbon et al., 2015). The formation
of a contact is defined by setting a cutoff distance between any of
two C-alpha atoms in the residues. A contact forms if the distance
is smaller/equal to the cutoff value; the cutoff is set to be 6.5 Å in
the present study. The step-by-step tutorial (Jupyter notebook) is
provided in the Github.

2.2.3 Nematic/Polar Order Parameter
To characterize the structural difference of fibril polymorphism,
we have used the nematic order parameter (P2 value) as the
structural orderness of fibrillar surface structure. Originally
designed for describing the structural order of liquid crystals,
nematic order parameter was first introduced to study protein
aggregation by Caflisch and co-workers (Cecchini et al., 2004).
This order parameter was further applied to describe elongation
of Amyloid-beta fibrils (Schwierz et al., 2017) and recently being
compared with neural network learned order parameters Charest
et al. (2020).

2.2.4 Probing Fibrillar Twisting
The twist angle is calculated using the protocol described in the
literature (Ilie and Caflisch, 2018). The angle, θi, is defined by the
two vectors: one represents the vector of the reference chain i and
the other denotes the vector of the neighboring chain i + 1,
respectively (see Figure 6A). Similarly, θi+1, θi+2 and so forth
can also be calculated by propagating the current chain pair to the
next neighboring chain pairs. The vector is defined by the two
C-alpha atoms of Q15 and F19 of individual chains as indicated in
the reference (Ilie and Caflisch, 2018). To avoid the effect of
simulated fibril structural fluctuation on angle calculation, we
defined a fibril axis vector and a normal plane perpendicular to
this vector for angle correction purpose. We report two different
angular properties in order to quantify the twist morphology of a
fibril. 1. The averaged θ (θ ̄, the twist angle is averaged over all chain
pairs of the same fibrillar structure) 2. The accumulated total twist
angle, θtot (the twist angles from all of the chain pairs are added up).
θtot represents the extent of global twistingmorphology of the fibril.

In simulating fibrillar helical twisting, five protofilamentmodels
of different sizes (12, 24, 36, 48, 62 chains) were prepared. Long
protofilament models (24–62 chains) were made using the 12-
chain model (pdbID 2MXU). To ensure the strands at the joint
boundary are properly connected between the 12-chain model
fragments, we also, if necessary, constrain the resulting elongated

protofilament by applying a mild harmonic biasing force along the
fibril long axis. The harmonic biasing form is 1

2k′(r − r0)2.The
magnitude of the force constant/center distance pairs (k′, r0) were
set to be (6 kcal/mol, 10 Å). The center of mass of the first two
chains and the center of mass of the last two chains of the model
fragment were the constrained objects to which the biasing force is
applied. As a result, we carried out 1 million simulation time steps
for all the five protofilament models for a pre-equilibration/
relaxation purpose. The relaxed structure of each protofilament
model along with the structure’s θ angle distribution can be found
in the Supporting Information (Supplementary Figure S10). After
that, 10million simulation time steps were performed and the data
(each with 10,000 frames) were collected for fibrillar twisting
analysis.

2.2.5 Frustration Profiles for Polymorphic Fibrillar
Surfaces
According to the energy landscape theory of protein folding, the
evolutionarily conserved protein structure is energetically
minimally frustrated while protein functional activities emerge
through frustration (Ferreiro et al., 2018). The corresponding
energy landscape for robust folding is manifested as a funneled
shape. However, a recent study has pointed out functional roles of
energetically frustrating areas in binding protein-DNA partners
(Tsai et al., 2016b,a; Marcovitz and Levy, 2013; Potoyan et al.,
2017), forming assemblies, and ligand binding (Chen et al., 2020).
Energy frustration of proteins involves the statistical energy
survey over a series of decoy states, which can be generated
through pairwise residue substitution, direct mutation, and
position shifting. Different decoy settings correspond with
different physical contexts. The frustration is defined using the
standard scores (z-scores) in statistics. Three different scales are
classified accordingly: Frustrated (<−1), neutral (>−1 and <0.78),
and minimally frustrated (>0.78). Interested readers should refer
to the reference provided for details (Parra et al., 2016).

The frustration calculation for a series of amyloid fibrillar
surfaces was conducted using the frustratometer server Parra
et al. (2016), http://frustratometer.qb.fcen.uba.ar/. This
frustration computation protocol utilized the same AWSEM-
MD energy function (sequence separation is set to be 3) along
with the electrostatics enhanced feature (optional) to compute the
frustration profile. The frustration profiles for a variety of
polymorphic fibrillar structures are shown in Figure 5. The
PDBIDs used in the analysis include 5KK3 5OQV 2MXU
2M4J 2LMQ 2LMN. The results are summarized in Table 2.
The protein residues in purple indicate they are conserved

TABLE 1 | Thermodynamic binding affinity of Abeta binding to a fibril.

ΔGb (kcal/mol) Top Length Solubility (µM) Condition Type

−8.7 Twofold 1–40 0.44 <10 µM (27°C) Exp. Xu et al. (2019)
−8.7 Twofold 1–40 0.3–0.4 <75 µM (24°C) Exp. Qiang et al. (2013)
−9 — 1–40 0.8–1.0 <30 µM (37°C) Exp. O’Nuallain et al. (2005)
−12 (even) Twofold 17–42 — 37°C Sim. Han and Schultan, (2014)
−11.3 (odd)
−15.6 Twofold 9–40 — 37°C Sim. Schwierz et al. (2017)
−25.8 Single 11–42 — 27°C This Work
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residues and therefore energetically minimally frustrated, while
the residues in red represent highly frustrated residues. This
means they may have functional significance in interacting
with its partner, such as protein, DNA/RNA, or even membranes.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 The Same “S” Shaped, Triple
Parallel-Beta-Sheet Architecture Remains
in the Simulation
Starting with the experimentally determined fibrillar structure,
we examine the stability of the fibrillar structure in the simulation
using the AWSEM force field. We find that the overall fibrillar
structure along with its surface architecture is well maintained in
the simulation. Figure 1A shows the structural refinement of
Abeta42 fibrillar structure. The NMR structure exhibits a
S-shaped triple parallel-beta-sheet architecture. This fibrillar
architecture shows a common cross-beta structure, which
contains specific cooperative residue interactions along the 2D
plane that is perpendicular to the fibril axis. Figure 1B shows one
of the three RMSD trajectories (based on the Root Mean
Square Deviation of Cα atoms with respect to the reference
structure of 2MXU); the rest of two are not shown. The RMSD
value is saturated at an averaged value of 0.90 Å; the average is
taken over the last 1,000 frames. The resulting polymorph has
been described as “ribbon folding” by Wolynes and his
coworkers (Chen et al., 2018b). Because of the cooperative
coupling among different fibril dimensions, a variety of
fibrillar polymorphs become possible when different pairs of
residues are preferred using different force fields. According to
the ribbon-folding landscape schemes, different fibrillar
architectures can be seen at the energy local minimum
along the polymorph energy landscape (Chen et al., 2018b).
In this study, we show that openAWSEM is suitable for
exploring the ideal cross-beta fibrillar architecture. The
cross-beta architecture along with its fibrillar surface later
will be used to study surface heterogeneity and helical
twisting of a protofilament. Here, we show that the
openAWSEM-refined fibrillar structure retains the same
S-shaped, triple parallel-beta-sheet architecture observed
from the NMR structure.

3.2 A Monomer Binding to Fibrillar Surfaces
can be Characterized at Least by Three
Different Stages: Free Diffusion, Downhill
Guiding, and Dock and Lock
We explore the free energy landscape along a distance separation
between a free Abeta monomer and a fibril surface. To enhance
sampling over different spatial orientations, we carry out several
independent simulations with different initial positions of the
monomer with respect to the central fibril. A total of six different
positions were chosen to address the fluctuations of orientation.
The six simulations, having the monomer being put in different
orientations: front, back, up, down, even, and odd, respectively,
were performed (see the subplot in Figure 2A for a schematic
description). Figure 2A presents a representative free energy
profile with the monomer being positioned in the “front”
position. From the free energy profile, several features can be
observed. They are classified into three different stages
accordingly: I. Free diffusion. II. Downhill guiding. III. Dock
and lock. When the Abeta monomer is far from the central fibril
(r > 80 Å), the dynamics of the free monomer is primarily
diffusive and that the free energy profile is nearly flat in the
plateau (Stage I). As the distance between the fibril and the
monomer decreases, the monomer is subject to a long-range
guiding force due to electrostatics, and therefore, the monomer
begins to approach the fibril. This long-range guidance yields an
energetically downhill profile (Stage II). The downhill free energy
continues until its slope significantly changes at r ≈ 30 Å where
the free energy profile displays a curvature. After that, the
monomer begins to have physical contacts with the fibril
(Stage III). In stage III, there are many ways for the monomer
to dock the fibril. The biasing strategy used allows spatially
orientational flexibility for the monomer to dock the fibril. As
a result, the monomer is able to dock the fibrillar surface through
different sites. All the resulting binding configurations lead to a
clear free energy basin at r ≈ 30 Å. Figures 2B–F show example
configurations of several key binding configurations whose
population is significant and that their interaction pattern is
well characterized. The result shows that the monomer can
interact with the fibril’s C-terminal surface (red), N-terminal
surface (blue), cleft interface, even-end, and odd-end. We will
look into their structural features more carefully in the next
section. The rest of the free energy profiles, with the monomer

TABLE 2 | Polymorphic properties of aggregation.

Polymor.1 Polymor.2 Polymor.3 Polymor.4 Polymor.5 Polymor.6 This work

PdbID 5KK3 5OQV 2MXU 2M4J 2LMQ 2LMN 2MXU
# of 4 6 4 6 4 4 2
patches
Frustrated E11 D1,E3 E11 D1,E3 Y10,E11 Y10,E11 E22, D23
residues H14,Q15 E11 K16 E11 K16 K16 N27, K28

K16 Q15,K16 E22,D23 K16 E22,D23 E22,D23
E22,D23 E22,D23 N27,K28 E22,D23 G25,S26 S26,N27
N27,K28 N27,K28 K28 N27,K28 K28

P2 value 0.95 0.93 0.99 0.25 0.26 0.93 0.99
Method ssNMR cryoEM ssNMR ssNMR ssNMR ssNMR Sim
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initially positioned in a different orientation, can be found in the
Supporting Information (Supplementary Figure S2).

Next, we look into the thermodynamic binding affinity, defined by
the potential of mean force (PMF). In determining the free energy of
binding, multiple free energy calculations have shown variation in rb
(rb refers to the distance at which the global free energy basin is
found), suggesting that the Abeta monomer binds to the fibril surface
through a pathway-dependent manner. This pathway dependence
very likely causes some variations in the binding free energy profiles
since the monomer might interact with the fibril surfaces through
different “dock” sites. Here, we do not assume any specific binding site
a priori for the monomer to bind with. Instead, we aim to sample
different binding trajectories and then combine these trajectories to
determine the standard binding affinity (with c0 � 1M, see
Section 2.2.1). The value is computed to be −25.8 ± 2.4 kcal/mol
if we use the data of all the six orientations to ensure the orientational
fluctuations. The binding affinity, determined by the simulation
trajectory of individual single orientation, ranges from −23 to
−29 kcal/mol. This energy variation is due to a different PMF
obtained from individual orientation (see Supporting Information
for details). The experimental values of −8.7 kcal/mol (Xu et al., 2019;
Qiang et al., 2013) and −9 kcal/mol (O’Nuallain et al., 2005). have
been exclusively reported for the process of fibril elongation. Their
corresponding binding affinity was also calculated using
computational methods, which are summarized in Table 1 as well.

Although the reported values for binding affinity are rather diverse,
these values are within the same order of magnitude. Fibrillar surface
heterogeneity, presumably, plays an important role in the process of
monomer binding. As a result, finding a proper reaction coordinate is
a non-trivial task. In other words, monomer binding may undergo
different pathways; the overall process can be under a kinetic control.
For example, when the monomer binds to a specific surface site, the
monomer may undergo a conformational conversion, searching for
the right conformation or the position for subsequent secondary
events. Indeed, several surface-dependent aggregation mechanisms
have been discussed, such as conformational rearrangement (Xu et al.,
2019), lateral migration (Crespo et al., 2012), or other surface-based
events. These all together may have significant influence on the
thermodynamic interpretation of binding and thus determine the
kinetics of fibril growth. A similar multi-pathway issue using a
complex collective variable for describing the loop interaction in
adenine riboswitch has been discussed in the literature (Di Palma
et al., 2015). It is important to know if the progress coordinate of
interest is sufficient to drive the system through the appropriate
transition states. Here, we recall the importance of the biasing
protocol used for the interpretation of results.

One interesting result is worth noting. Free energy calculation
using a different monomeric structural ensemble (fibril-like) shows
a somewhat similar free energy profile (with the same three stages
as described above) but now with a rather different pattern of

FIGURE 2 | The free energy profile for a single Abeta11-42 monomer binding to the Abeta42 fibrillar surface (12 chains) is shown. (A) The free energy profile features
three different aggregation stages, labeled as I. Free diffusion. II. Downhill guiding. III. Dock and lock. r is defined as the distance between the C-beta of residue 27th in the free
monomer and the C-beta of residue 27th of chain F in the fibril. A representative configuration at each aggregation stage is schematically shown on the right. Simulationswere
preparedwith six different monomer positions with respect to the central pre-existing fibril. Six orientations: front, back, up, down, even, odd are schematically shown in
the diagram. The free energy profile shown refers to the result obtained from the simulation setup with the monomer positioned in the “front” orientation. The free energy
profiles for the rest of the orientations are shown in the Supporting Information (Supplementary Figure S2). (B–F) The representative structures taken from stage III in which
different binding configurations are formed upon the monomer landing and searching over the fibrillar surface. These binding configurations are potentially surface-catalyzed
precursors for fibril growth. (B) C-ter surface precursor (C) N-ter surface precursor (D) Cleft-gate precursor (E) Even-end precursor (F) Odd-end precursor.
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contacts (see next section for further discussion). This result can be
attributed to the structural rigidity of the specific fibril-like
conformation used for the monomer. This finding suggests that
the specificity for binding energy are encoded in the sequence,
irrespective to the monomer conformation adopted.

3.3 Surface Binding Heterogeneity: Several
Binding Sites are Identified Over the Fibrillar
Surfaces
From our simulations, we have identified several Abeta binding
configurations that potentially can be structural precursors for
subsequent surface-dependent processes, e.g., fibril elongation,
secondary nucleation. These structural precursors are named
with the preferable binding region along the fibrillar surfaces to
which the single monomer binds. These binding regions include
sites located on the C-terminal (C-ter) surface, the N-terminal
(N-ter) surface, the cleft interface, and the two fibril ends (even and
odd). Here we would like to characterize their structural features
and quantify their contacts with the fibrillar surfaces. The structure
of the monomer on the fibrillar surfaces shows primarily a beta-
hairpin conformation with their strand vector either parallel (N-ter
and cleft-gate precursors) or orthogonal (C-ter, even-end, and
odd-end precursors) to the fibril long axis. They are binding
configurations of the free energy basin (area III, see Figure 2A).
Figure 3 shows the probability contact maps for these structural
precursors. The C-ter surface consists of an alignment of
hydrophobic sequence segments (36-VGGVVIA-42) along the
direction of the fibril axis. Abeta monomer interacts with the
C-ter surface primarily through the same VGGVVIA hydrophobic
sequence motif of its C-terminus and thus facilitating C-ter/C-ter
hydrophobic clustering. In contrast to the C-terminus, the N-ter
surface shows a different pattern of contacts. The binding region
involves some charged residues in the sequence (11-
EVHHQKLVFFAEDVGS-26) along the fibrillar surface. The
contact pattern therefore is more diverse, with additional
charge-charge interactions (D, E, H and K) that participate in
the stabilization ofmonomer binding. E22 andD23 are particularly
important since these two residues are also predicted to be themost
highly frustrated areas in the frustration analysis (see below).
Figures 3A,B show the C-ter surface contact map and the
N-ter surface contact map, respectively.

A somewhat unconventional binding site is identified on the
other side of the N-ter surface. Because of its gate-like shape with
a cleft at the interface, we name such a monomer binding
configuration “cleft-gate” precursor (see Figure 3C). The
pattern of the contact map of the cleft-gate precursor looks
very similar to the N-ter surface precursor (both display a “S”
shape), except that the overall profile is shifted towards the even
end. One signature of the cleft-gate precursor is that the contacts
formed over the individual chains of the fibril is long-range along
the sequence. Therefore, the micro profile of individual chains is
different from that of the N-ter surface precursor (see
Supplementary Figure S3 in the Supporting Information).
Figures 3D,E show the probability contact maps of the even-
end and odd-end precursors, respectively. In both cases, the
monomer moves to a fibril end and localize onto it. These

binding configurations presumably correspond to a fibril being
elongating. However, we do not observe the monomer
conformation being in the fibril form throughout the
simulation. It is very likely that the monomer structural
ensemble also plays a role in the process of elongation.

3.4 An Elongating Fibril Requires the Added
Monomers Being in the “Activated”
Conformation
On the other hand, we have also carried out similar probability
contact map analysis for simulations using a fibril-like monomer
ensemble (“activated” conformation). We find that the structural
precursors identified share similar binding sites with those found
in the case of relaxed monomer ensemble. This finding implies
that some interactions between peptide and fibril on the surface
are well conserved, e.g., C-ter/N-ter hydrophobic patches. The
overall contact maps of the fibril-like and the relaxed monomer
ensembles, however, exhibit quite different features due to the
conformational dynamics and rigidity that the monomer
intrinsically has. Figure 4 shows the structure of the monomer
being elongating on both fibril ends. The simulated structures
were taken from the simulation trajectories with the monomer
being in the fibril-like conformation. These elongated species,
either formed at the even-end (Figure 4A) or the odd-end
(Figure 4B), are not observed in the simulations using a
structurally unbiased monomer. This result suggests that the
monomer conformation being “activated” (conforms to the
same shape as in the fibril) plays a determining role in the
elongation process while monomer in non-activated form does
not significantly contribute to fibril elongation. This result also
echoes the two-step dock-and-lock mechanism where the second
locking step involves an “activated monomer” that irreversibly
binds to the fibril end and elongate (Sasmal et al., 2016). The
contact maps for the rest of surface structural precursors can be
found in the Supporting Information (Supplementary Figure
S7). Supplementary Figures. S4–S7 show the results for the
fibril-like monomer binding to the fibrillar surface.

Our simulation study shows that the conformational ensemble
of single Abeta plays a key role in determining the kinetic
pathways of elongation. The structural rearrangement of the
monomer from the “dock” state into the “lock” state involves
activated fibril-like conformation that irreversibly binds to the
fibril end. This result suggests that the elongation free energy
landscape in general can be reduced into a few dimensions: 1. The
dimension of the monomer that reversibly searches the landing
site over the fibril surface (dock). 2. The dimension of the
conformational ensemble of the single monomer on the
surface (lock). Once the monomer is in the activated form, the
“docking” state merges into the “locking” state. This conversion
irreversibly leads to a one-step fibril elongation.

3.5 Fibril Surface Binding Site Prediction
Using Frustration Analysis
We have shown fibril surface heterogeneity of Abeta protofibril by
identifying several binding interfaces. To further our
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understanding of those predicted sites, we carry out a series of
frustration analyses over fibrils of different polymorphs. We aim to
compare their results with the results from ourMD simulation and
provide insight into the predicted sites from an energy perspective.
Frustration analysis uses the AWSEM energy functions to access
the extent of frustration in the spatially localized interactions in
proteins at a residue level (Ferreiro et al., 2007; Parra et al., 2016). If
a residue and its neighboring residues are predicted to be highly
frustrated, they form a cluster of residues and this cluster may play
a role in binding its partners (ex., protein, DNA, RNA, ligands) or
serving as an allosteric site. Figure 5 presents the frustration profile
for different types of fibrillar polymorphic structures. The highly
frustrated residues are shown in red while minimally frustrated
residues are shown in purple. We can see that the predicted
frustrated areas are not unique but are distributed over the
fibrillar surfaces. The exact location of the frustrated area is

associated with the structure of the backbone in the given
fibrillar architecture. Table 2 summarizes the results of different
fibrillar polymorphs. Interestingly, we find that the frustration
profiles of different polymorphic structures share several common
residues that are predicted to be highly frustrated, although their
fibrillar structures are quite different. Charged residues, E22, D23,
and K28, for example, are predicted to be highly frustrated across
all the fibrillar structures studied. In this work, we also specifically
look into the structure of 2MXU. The frustration profile of the
2MXU structure and that of the simulated one are quite similar.
This result suggests that structural relaxation due to geometric
packing of residues does not significantly affect the frustration
profile. For the relaxed fibrillar structure, the most frustrated
residues contain E22, D23, N27, K28, which are located in two
separate areas in space: (E22, D23) and (N27, K28). The former
includes primarily charged residues and is apparently

FIGURE 3 | Five key structural precursors on the fibrillar surface and their probability contact maps are shown. (A) C-ter surface precursor (B) N-ter surface
precursor (C) Cleft-gate precursor (D) Even-end elongation precursor (E) Odd-end elongation precursor. The probability contact map next to each structural precursor
presents the contacts formed between the monomer and the fibril. The colorbar, scaled by probability, is shown on the right. The horizontal axis uses the fibril index
(1–384; 32 × 12 � 384), which sequentially renumbers the 12 monomers in the fibril. The vertical axis describes the residue index of the free monomer by adding up
the existing fibril index, 385–416 (384 + 32 � 416). Different structural features are labeled as “strand” or “loop”. Note that in (A), a schematicmonomer structure is shown
in a red box, with its structure in the fibrillar form. Three strands (strand 1, 2, and 3) and two loops (loop 1 and 2) are indicated. The color scheme for the structure is the
same as that used in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 4 | Fibril elongation with the monomer being in the activated fibril-like conformation and their contact maps are shown. (A) Even-end fibril elongation. (B)
Odd-end fibril elongation.
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electrostatically driven. The predicted E22-D23 site here agrees
well with the binding sites of the N-ter surface, obtained from our
MD simulation, to which the monomer binds (see Figure 3B).
Here, we have shown an agreement in predicting fibrillar binding
sites between the coarse-grained MD simulation and the
bioinformatics tool (frustratometer2).

3.6 The Helical Twisting Around the Fibril
Axis is an Emergent Mechanical Property of
a Long Protofilament
A variety of protofilament morphologies of antiparallel beta-sheets
have been reported (Stroud et al., 2012). In addition to cross-beta

structure, one common feature across different fibrillar
polymorphs is the helical topology that arises from the degree
of overall filament twisting. The overall helical twisting
accumulated from the twist angles of individual neighboring
pairs of peptide chains. We carry out molecular dynamics
simulation for protofilaments of different sizes and examine
their twisting features. Starting with the relaxed fibrillar
structure that was previously obtained, we used it to build
models for the protofilaments with their sizes: 24, 36, 48, up to
62 chains. The calculation of the twist angle along the fibril axis is
detailed in Methods, illustrated in Figure 6A. Figure 6B compares
the final simulated fibrillar structures of different sizes in the
simulation trajectory. The twist angle of individual neighboring

FIGURE 5 | Frustration profiles for a variety of polymorphic fibrillar structures of Abeta peptides available to date. (A) 5KK3. (B) 5OQV. (C) 2MXU. (D) 2M4J. (E) 2LMQ.
(F) 2LMN. (G) MD-relaxed structure using 2MXU. The magnitude of frustration is quantified using different colors with red (highly frustrated), grey (neutral), and purple
(minimally frustrated). The frustration profile is obtained using the frustratometer server (http://frustratometer.qb.fcen.uba.ar/). Single-residue frustration mode is adopted
throughout the analysis. Note that for each panel, a 1D sequence representation is shown below (residues are colored using the same frustration color code).
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chain pairs are recorded in time series. Figure 6C shows the
distribution of the averaged twist angle per chain pair θ .̄ The
distribution is primarily a single gaussian-like curve with its peak
centered around −1° for protofilaments of size 12 to 48 chains; their
corresponding structures are shown in Figure 6B. This averaged
twist angle θ ̄ ≈−1° represents the twisted morphology initially
obtained from the solid-state NMR structure (2MXU).
Interestingly, there exists a small second peak at −3° to −4°,
exclusively for the 62-chain protofilament. This small shoulder
observed indicates a further filament twisting to a larger degree, as
shown in Figure 6B (62-chain protofilament is the last one). The
alternative filament twisting observed is consistent with the

existing literature on the structure of amyloid fibrils (Bedrood
et al., 2012). Figure 6D shows the accumulated total twist angle of
protofilament of all sizes as a function of simulation time steps.We
find that the alternative twisting feature is not significant for those
short filaments. In contrast, θ ̄� −3° to −4° is not observed until the
filament size increases to the number of 62 chains. The result of the
62-chain protofilament clearly shows that the fibrillar structure
starts to transform into a left-handed twisted fibrillar form at the
time step ≈30 × 106. In other words, filament twisting becomes
more significant for protofilaments in a large size. This result
suggests that fibrillar twisting is associated with the propagation of
localized interactions between neighboring pairs along the fibril

FIGURE 6 | Fibrillar twisting of protofilaments of different sizes is analyzed and compared. (A) The definition of the fibrillar twist angle θ is shown. (B) Representative
fibrillar structures of different sizes are displayed (from top, 12, 24, 36, 48, and 62 chains). (C)Distribution of the averaged twist angle per chain (θ )̄ for the protofilaments of
different sizes. The black arrow indicates the second peak of the 62-chain protofilament, which represents the twisting structure of the 62-chain protofilament seen in (B).
(D) Accumulated total twist angle (θtot) for protofilaments of different sizes. For each of the filament species, the twist angle of each chain is added up to yield a final
total twist angle. Note that the initial structure of the protofilament model is taken from the last frame of a pre-equilibration simulation (see Supplementary Figure S10 in
the Supporting Information for details).
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axis—via cooperative effect. Since the energetics for filament twisting
is primarily enthalpy-driven (Periole et al., 2018), all these results
support that the filament twisting polymorphic structure is an
emergent mechanical property, driven by the size effect of the
filament. Such a large-scale mechanical coupling overall
contributes to the helical twisting polymorphism of filaments. We
show that the simulation protocol used can accurately simulate the
mechanical feature of fibrillar twisting as well as the global structural
rearrangement of amyloid protofilaments.

4 CONCLUSION

The interaction of a free amyloid protein monomer with a pre-
existing fibrillar surface is an essential process which initiates
subsequent fibril growth. Efficient fibril growth is mediated by
several secondary processes such as elongation and surface-
catalyzed nucleation. Understanding their kinetic pathways can
provide mechanistic insight into the molecular mechanism of
fibril growth. In this study, we have constructed a simulation
platform for studying the early stage of fibril growth using a new
GPU-enabled coarse-grained protein force field (openAWSEM).
This simulation platform allows us to carry out long time
simulations for protein aggregation over a fibrillar surface. We
have investigated the thermodynamic binding affinity for a single
monomer binding to fibrillar surfaces and find out that surface
heterogeneity can significantly influence the predicted binding
affinity. Accordingly, we have also identified several key surface
binding sites: C-ter, N-ter, cleft, even-end, odd-end. Our study
reveals several monomer-fibril binding configurations which
potentially are amyloid precursors for subsequent elongation and
secondary nucleation. This finding suggests that surface
heterogeneity, entailed by the protein sequence and the resulting
self-assembly, plays a key role in determining the aggregation
pathways and, more importantly, it inevitably leads to variation
in the thermodynamic binding affinity. In addition, we have used a
bioinformatics tool to predict binding sites over different
polymorphic fibrillar surfaces. For the fibril structure of interest,
the frustration analysis predicts several potential functional sites,
including residue E22 and D23 (mostly frustrated). These residues
belong to the N-ter surface identified from the simulation. This
binding site presumably can be modulated electrostatically (e.g., pH,
ionic strength) to reflect its binding plasticity. To understand surface
properties of fibrils in response to the global fibrillar twisting, we

have simulated fibrillar twisting of single protofilaments with
different sizes. Our result shows that fibrillar twisting is an
emergent, collective property that correlates with the number of
monomers participating in the fibril. We propose that the length-
dependent fibrillar twisting may influence the population distribution
of the amyloid precursors and thus drive different aggregation
pathways for fibril growth. This work demonstrates the capability
of the current simulation protocol for a comprehensive survey over
fibril stability, binding affinity, surface heterogeneity, and mechanical
twisting of polymorphic protofilaments. All these properties are
prerequisite for understanding the molecular mechanism of surface-
catalyzed secondary processes. We leave that task for future work.
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